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lenin, The Invention of 
Totalitarianism

stéphane Courtois

The ultimate political biography of Lenin by Stéphane 
Courtois, leading editor of the Livre noir du communisme 

(The Black Book of Communism), an 
international bestseller. 

The fruit of 30 years of research.

STéphane CourToiS is a historian, 
honorary research director 
at the CNRS, director of the 
magazine Communisme and the 
editor of collections for several 
publishers (Seuil, Le Rocher, Cerf, 
Vendémiaire). He is the author 
of some thirty books devoted 
to French and international 
communism and the totalitarian 
phenomenon. He edited the 
Livre noir du communisme (The 
Black Book of Communism), 
Robert Laffont, 1997, which was 
a worldwide blockbuster (26 
translations, more than 1 million 
copies sold).

A MAJOR CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY OF COMMUNISM AND 
THE SOVIET UNION

Vladimir Ilich ulyanov, better known as lenin, was one of the 
key figures of the 20th century. The man who, before 1917, was 
known only to the insiders of the Russian revolutionary movement 
suddenly stepped into the spotlight. he seized power in Russia 
with formidable audacity. He created the first Communist regime 
that was to spread to some twenty countries until 1989-1991, as 
well as a Communist International organization running more than 
90 parties in the world.

This regime and this international movement were the first mani-
festations of what many observers,  beginning in the 1920s, called 
totalitarianism, an unprecedented political phenomenon characte-
rized by its hatred of representative democracy, its utter contempt 
for human rights and its goal of establishing the total domination 
of a party over the state, the society and even the individual.

while the “great lenin” was presented for a century as a huge po-
pular hero, even as a champion of democracy, the author, relying 
on impressive documentation little used until now, shows that in 
reality the leader of the bolshevik party had hatched his freedom-
eradicating project in the shadows for fifteen years, before taking 
advantage of unexpected circumstances in 1917 to implement it.

Far from the glorious image established by the propaganda of 
some and the ignorance of others, stéphane Courtois illuminates 
the dark face of lenin, a leader who, from 1920 on, became the 
role model first of Mussolini and then of Hitler, while his heirs – 
stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, etc. – went on to develop the «leninist» 
system to the extreme limits of social control and mass murder.

biography September 2017
450 pages
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baudelaire
Marie-Christine natta

Dispelling rumors, generalities and clichés, this work is 
certain to become the definitive biography of one of the 

greatest poets of the 19th century.

A specialist in the literature of 
the 19th century, Marie-ChriS-
Tine naTTa is responsible for 
several critical editions of texts 
by Barbey d’Aurevilly, Balzac, 
Dumas and Baudelaire. She is also 
the author of books and articles 
on dandyism: La Grandeur sans 
convictions : Essai sur le dandysme 
(Greatness Without Conviction: 
Essay on Dandyism), Editions Du 
Félin, 1991, La Mode (Fashion), 
Economica, 1996 and Le Temps 
des mousquetaires (The Time of 
the Musketeers), Editions Du Félin, 
2005. In 2010 she published a 
biography of Eugène Delacroix 
(Tallandier, 2010).

we all know that Charles baudelaire was a monumental romantic 
poet, whose personal life was as dissolute as his artistic genius 
was immense; biographies devoted to him are not lacking. but in 
this book, Marie-Christine natta, a specialist of 19th century litera-
ture, goes far beyond simply reformulating already over-exploited 
material.

Relying on numerous key documents and sources, the author 
focuses on the life of Charles baudelaire from an original view-
point.  she reexamines the poet’s dandyism, the real role that 
drugs played in his life, and the magnitude of his talent, which 
cannot be reduced to Les Fleurs du mal (The Flowers of Evil). she 
pays no more attention to historiographical controversies than she 
does to literary or psychological interpretations concerning bau-
delaire. Only the facts count. Thus the author, in a fluid and acces-
sible narrative, exposes the inner motivation of the crucial work 
accomplished by the poet in spite of the obstacles he encounte-
red, thereby providing a fresh and sensitive portrayal of Charles 
baudelaire.

biography August 2017
877 pages



Qaddafi
Lives and death of a dictator

Vincent hugeux

Muammar Qaddafi’s turbulent life and nefarious deeds. This thorough 
investigation, carried out in Libya, Egypt, Tunisia and sub-Saharan 

Africa, is based on an in-depth examination of archives. It draws on 
previously unpublished eyewitness accounts (from Valéry Giscard 

d’Estaing, Dominique de Villepin, Roland Dumas and Ahmed Qaddaf 
ad-Dam , the cousin and confidant of the late leader).

A top investigative journalist at 
the magazine L’Express, VIncEnT 
HuGEux has gone to Libya on 
numerous assignments before, 
during and after the fall of the 
House of Qaddafi. In 2014, 
Perrin published his book Reines 
d’Afrique (Queens of Africa).

Muammar Qaddafi, who was buried clandestinely nearly six years 
ago, took a multitude of secrets with him to the grave. Reviled by 
some, revered by others, the libyan leader has inspired a number 
of books. But what was still lacking until now was a definitive, 
unbiased biography. Facts, deeds, ideas, speeches, writings, 
quirks, delusions, calculations and contradictions are extracted 
from the archives and the accounts of those who knew the hot-
headed colonel.

From his enigmatic birth to his violent death, this is the itinerary of 
a shepherd’s son who was fascinated by Egypt’s President nasser 
– one striking paradox after another. A dashing military officer with 
a passion for freedom, he toppled a flagging monarchy to establish 
implacable tyranny. Preaching “power to the people”, he enslaved 
his own. An advocate of women’s liberation, he degraded those 
he lusted after. A pious Muslim, he imposed his own reading of the 
koran and fought radical Islamism. An advocate of self-denial, he 
indulged his spoiled children’s every wanton whim. A rough-hewn 
bedouin, he considered himself a thinker, to the point of devising 
a “universal theory” intended to replace all previous ideologies. 
He was a fierce patriot, but quickly felt restricted within his Libyan 
sandbox. he imagined himself the mentor of the Arab world and 
“King of the kings of Africa”. Gaddafi, a seasoned warhorse, 
always knew when to change strategy for the sake of survival 
– to fight the terrorism he sponsored and to curry favor with the 
western powers whose destruction he vowed.

biography October 2017
350 pages
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Myths of the second 
world war - Volume 2

directed by Jean lopez & olivier wieviorka

After the splendid success of the first volume (19,000 
copies sold), 20 more myths are here dissected by the 
top specialists on the subject, including robert paxton, 

Johann chapoutot, Bénédicte Vergez-chaignon and 
Christian Destremau.

VoLuME 1: 19,000 copIES SoLD
Licensed in: Latin America, 
poland, romania and the 
czech Republic.

VoLuME 2: Already licensed in 
Latin america (el ateneo)

CONTENTS

Vincent BERNARD:
Bénédicte VERGEZ-CHAIGNON:

P. FACON & J.-C. NOEL:
Pierre GRUMBERG:

L. OTKHMEZURI & J. LOPEZ:
Robert O. PAXTON:

Johann CHAPOUTOT:
Franck LIAIGRE:

Jean LOPEZ:
Davide RODOGNO:

Régis SCHLAGDENHAUFFEN:
Pierre GRUMBERG:
Marc PERRENOUD:

Nicolas AUBIN:
Eric JENNINGS:

Christian DELPORTE:
Christian DESTREMAU:

Philippe BUTON:

Benoît BIHAN:
Constance SERENI:

we think we know all there is to know about the history of the second 
world war; yet it is still based largely on a number of myths that persist 
in the minds of the general public. olivier wieviorka and Jean lopez 
have brought together the best historians of the period, including at the 
international level (Robert Paxton), to debunk the accepted clichés and 
the ready-made images. 

second

world war

September 2017
368 pages

100,000 killed and 1,000 aerial victories: French myths of the year 1940
between 1940 and 1944, Vichy protected France
The Germans nearly won the battle of britain
The Japanese fleet was all-powerful
The Germans failed to take Moscow because of the winter
The Vichy regime protected French Jews by sacrifying foreign Jews
hitler, infallible dictator?
The FTP, spearhead of the armed urban resistance
stalingrad was the turning point of war 
The Italians, benevolent occupants
All homosexuals in Europe were deported
Midway, turning point of the war in the Pacific
switzerland, a neutral country
Patton, the greatest American general
The heart of Free France was in london
Propaganda played a decisive role during the second world war
The Arab world hoped for a German victory
The French Communist Party did not want to take power at the 
liberation 
The soviets won because of their number 
hiroshima, the worst bombing ever known in Japan
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The devil on the Mountain
Hitler at the Berghof 1922-1944

An historical excursion

Thierry lentz

an on-site historical exploration of the mythical place 
created by hitler at the height of his power.  a place 

where the fate of the world was played out.

Director of the Fondation Napo-
léon, Thierry LenTz is best known 
for his books on the First Empire 
–Joseph Bonaparte (Perrin, 2016), 
winner of the Chateaubriand 
prize, is his most recent publica-
tion. But his curiosity and talent 
have led him to take an interest 
in a diversity of subjects, including 
John Kennedy and the painter 
Velasquez. He has once again 
ventured out of his field of exper-
tise to prove he is equally at ease 
in the tormented heart of the 20th 
century.

At the dawn of the 1920s, a minor politician came to upper bava-
ria, to the verdant plateau of the obersalzberg above berchtesga-
den, to enjoy the mountain air; then he decided to stay. From cozy 
inns to friends’ houses, he finally adopted the place, declaring it 
vital to his dreams and reflection. He felt so at home here that he 
acquired a charming chalet facing the dark untersberg massif, 
which was completely transformed and named the “berghof”. The 
serenity of the mountains was rudely interrupted: the master’s 
black angels expelled local residents and built barracks, villas for 
dignitaries, a theater and housing for workers. Roads were traced 
to the top of Mount kehstein to build an “eagle’s nest”. Finally, 
five kilometers of underground tunnels were dug to escape Allied 
bombardments.

hitler came here as often as possible, sometimes for long stays. 
between 1940 and 1944, while he was wreaking havoc on the 
world, he spent 19 months at his beloved berghof, served by 
SS officers in livery and white gloves, shielded from the slightest 
worry by his ruthless henchman Martin bormann.  hitler was sur-
rounded by a court one would not dare describe as brilliant, photo-
graphed by the berghof’s queen, Eva braun. Ruins and the taste 
of ashes, characteristic of the madness of the third Reich, are all 
that remains today.

second

world war

September 2017
320 pages
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1917, Russia and the 
Russians in Revolution

Alexandre sumpf

In an innovative approach, Alexandre Sumpf recounts, 
analyzes and explains the February and october 1917 

revolutions through the experience of the Russian people.

ALExAnDRE SuMpF is a lecturer 
at the University of Strasbourg. 
He has also written De Lénine à 
Gagarine. Une histoire sociale de 
l’Union soviétique (From Lenin to 
Gagarin. A Social History of the 
Soviet Union), Gallimard, 2013; 
Révolutions russes au cinéma. 
Naissance d’une nation : URSS, 
1917-1985 (Russian revolutions to 
cinema. Birth of a nation: USSR, 
1917-1985), Armand Colin, 2015; 
and a biography of Rasputin 
(Perrin, 2016).

we think we already know everything about the Russian revolu-
tions that took place in February and october 1917. 
but these two monumental events were not limited to symbolic 
episodes and prominent figures such as Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin. 
There’s one key actor about whom we know nothing, or almost 
nothing: the people. It is this essential element that Alexandre 
sumpf sets out to discover in this vast investigation, written from 
archives, particularly cinematographic, that were hitherto entirely 
unpublished.

The author thus embraces this anonymous mass in all of its 
heterogeneous aspects: urban and rural, civil and military, 
committed citizens or passive masses, red and white but also 
liberal and green. he goes on to depict all of its characteristics: 
political, of course, but also social, societal, economic and 
cultural. Avoiding generalities, the book describes the hopes of 
the workers and the peasants, the fears and concerns of the 
soldiers, the everyday life that followed its course regardless, and 
the problems of food and housing. 

General 

history

October 2017
528 pages
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German Genius
Philippe Meyer

With dynamic style, phillipe Meyer retraces the lives of 
the brilliant personalities who created Germany, from 

otto von Bismarck to Fritz Lang by way of charlemagne, 
Karl Marx and Marlene Dietrich.  An innovative 

approach to the history of Germany, 
through its leading figures.

phiLippe Meyer, correspondent of 
the French Academy of Sciences, 
has published a number of books 
with Perrin: L’Or du Rhin, histoire 
d’un fleuve (The Gold of the 
Rhine, Story of a River, 2011); Bal-
tiques, histoire d’une mer d’ambre 
(Baltic, History of an Amber Sea, 
2013); Histoire de l’Alsace (History 
of Alsace, 2008) and Une histoire 
de Berlin (A History of Berlin, 2014).

Philippe Meyer, historian and specialist on Germany, has gathered 
in this book a hundred personalities who in his eyes constitute the 
greatest prodigies Germany has ever known. Many of these he-
roes are famous around the world, while others are more obscure. 
From all eras and all walks of life, these great minds are described 
here as genuine national icons. Far from limiting his choices to 
politicians and leaders, as historians tend to do, Philippe Meyer 
gives pride of place to authors, doctors and industrialists. 

And while Meyer takes an interest in the individuality of each of 
these geniuses, he nonetheless underlines that all these virtuosos 
have one thing in common: they have, at their level and in their 
own way, transformed Germany.
Thanks to Meyer’s enthusiastic and passionate writing, this ins-
tructive work will find its place in the libraries of readers as diverse 
as the book’s heroes.

General

history

September 2017
432 pages
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Modern Egypt
from Bonaparte to El-Sisi

Robert solé

robert Solé traces through twenty remarkable portraits, 
the awakening of Egypt over the last two centuries.

Born in Cairo, a long-time journalist 
with the newspaper Le Monde 
and a columnist for the magazine 
1 since 2014, roBerT SoLé has 
devoted numerous essays to 
his country of origin, including 
L’Égypte, passion française 
(Egypt, French Passion), Seuil, 
1997, and Dictionnaire amoureux 
de l’Égypte (The Egypt Lover’s 
Dictionary), Perrin, 2001. Hailed 
unanimously by critics, his Sadate 
(Sadat), Perrin, 2013, received 
the Biography Prize of the city 
of Hossegor. Robert Solé is also 
the author of Hôtel Mahrajane, 
published by Seuil in 2015.

The “Arab spring” of 2011 proved to the world, with the overthrow 
of President hosni Mubarak, that the Egyptians were not a people 
resigned to their fate. Instead of a country made up solely of sand, 
temples and pyramids, we find ourselves today faced with a mo-
dern, urban and courageous society.

From the French “civilizing” expedition carried out by napoleon 
bonaparte in 1798 to the election of President Abdel Fattah El-sisi 
in 2014, the reader discovers along the way a country certainly 
plagued by countless political crises, but whose national senti-
ment and cultural genius are constantly asserting themselves.

In his usual style – fluid and hard-hitting – Robert Solé pays tribute 
to the leaders, but also to the artists and engaged citizens. The 
spirit of national cohesion inspired by Gamal Abdel nasser, the 
feminism developed by Hoda Chaarawi, the Western influences 
brought by oum kalsoum to traditional Egyptian music, or the 
free education introduced by Taha hussein represent only a brief 
sample of all the contributions made by the eminent personalities 
who have each, in their own way, made the Egypt of today.

General

history

October 2017
400 pages
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Masters of Espionage
Rémi kauffer

international espionage in the 20th century through 
the portraits of 60 “masters of the shadows”. all the ingredients 

of a spy thriller (action, suspense, multiple plot twists), 
underpinned by precise and rigorous historical analysis.

Journalist, member of the editorial 
committee of the magazine 
Historia, RéMI KAuFFER is the author 
of twenty books. Those published 
by Perrin include Histoire mondiale 
des services secrets de l’Antiquité 
à nos jours (A World History of 
the Secret Service from Antiquity 
to the Present, 2015), which was 
selected as one of the 25 top 
books of 2015 by the magazine Le 
Point, and Paris la Rouge, capitale 
mondiale des révolutionnaires et 
des terroristes (Paris the Red, World 
Capital of Revolutionaries and 
Terrorists, 2016).

The First world war, Communism, nazism, the second world 
war and the Cold war: the 20th century was the golden age of 
spies, and the 21st century seems to be following it up with equal 
fervor. In its own way, espionage is an art. like any art, it makes 
certain demands on its practitioners that determine which ones will 
become masters. They fall into seven different but complementary 
categories.
First, the great intelligence chiefs, those who command the secret 
services, appoint their leaders, set their objectives, manage their 
human and material resources, and order their actions.
Without the field agents, however, the big chiefs would be 
powerless: network leaders orchestrating clandestine actions, 
brilliant lone operatives.
Then we have the versatile category, those whose loyalties 
vacillate and in some cases topple. Among them are double 
agents, who spy on one secret service for the benefit of another, 
and dissenters, who betray the service that employs them.
The most unsavory of the lot are those who do the dirty work. 
Despite a superficial resemblance, they are different from 
the “action” agents, driven by a certain form of morality that 
distinguishes them from ordinary killers, even though they may 
also be led to commit homicidal acts.
next are the mole hunters, masters of counter-espionage and, in 
some cases, outright police repression.
 Finally, to complete the set, we have the trouble-makers. The 
most complex of all, this category brings together the unlucky 
ones and the scandalmongers, those who make the headlines, 
voluntarily or not.
seven categories for sixty portraits of master spies, chosen 
among the most emblematic: beria, Canaris, heydrich, dansey, 
Philby, le Carré, dulles, Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, and more.

General

history

November 2017
500 pages
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FACTS AND FALSEHOODS 
collection

THE coLLEcTIon THAT REFuTES FALSEHooDS AnD REESTABLISHES 
oFTEn SuRpRISInG FAcTS

An instructive collection focusing on historical characters, periods 
or places - some that we mistakenly think we know well, or others 

that are the object of debate.

4 books a year: two in the Spring, two in the Fall

Already published:

Jeanne d’arc
Colette Beaune

2012

Palmyre
Annie & Maurice Sartre

2016

Louis XIV
Jean-François Solnon

2015

JFK
Georges Ayache

2017

coming in 2018:

LA TouR EIFFEL – François Vey
LE VATIcAn – christophe Dickès

LE TITAnIc – Gérard piouffre
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Versailles, 
Facts and Falsehoods

Jean-François solnon

Versailles unmasked. A monument that is the symbol of 
France and a metaphor for it. Everybody knows Versailles, 

but only superficially.

JEAn-FRAnçoIS SoLnon, 
professor of modern history at 
the University of Besançon, is 
one of the leading experts on 
the Ancien Régime. Author of a 
dozen essays and biographies, he 
recently published with Perrin Le 
Goût des rois. L’homme derrière le 
monarque (The Taste of Kings. The 
Man behind the Monarch), 2015, 
and Louis XIV, vérités et légendes 
(Louis XIV, Facts and Falsehoods), 
2015.

This monument represents the epitome of French genius. More 
than 7 million tourists visit it each year.

The castle of Versailles is so familiar to us that we think we know 
it. wrong. Is it the ultimate masterpiece of French classical art? 
what exactly are the ‘Grands et Petits appartements’, the ‘Grand 
et Petit Trianon’, the ‘Parc des Grandes eaux nocturnes’? was 
Versailles a useless and ruinous luxury? was it simultaneously 
the scene of endless revelries and the seat of absolute power? 
was it abandoned after the death of the sun king? did napoleon 
hate it? legends abound. Topics covered include unexpected in-
cursions of everyday life at court, the exercise of power under the 
monarchy, architecture and the fine arts.

General

history

September 2017
240 pages
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The Terror, 
Facts and Falsehoods

Jean-Clément Martin

This work sheds new light on what historians call the reign 
of Terror and beyond it on the French Revolution, a key 

period in history in which “the Terror” was 
a decisive episode.

Jean-CLéMenT MarTin is Professor 
Emeritus at the University Paris 
1-Panthéon Sorbonne and former 
director of the Institut d’histoire 
de la Révolution française. 
Perrin recently published his 
Robespierre. La fabrication d’un 
monstre (Robespierre. The making 
of a monster, 2016), licensed in 
Italy, and Nouvelle histoire de 
la Révolution française (A New 
History of the French Revolution, 
2012).

The Reign of Terror can be considered a French political 
concept ...  yet historians still do not agree on what it represented. 
while there is consensus that it ended on the 10th of Thermidor 
(July 28) in 1794 with the execution of Robespierre, many questions 
remain. when did it really start? was it the result of policy or the 
consequence of a power vacuum? was it invented to discredit 
Robespierre, if not the entire achievement of the Revolution? 
was it more deadly than the contemporary crises in Europe and 
America? All of these questions are answered systematically in 
this book, written by one of the top historians of the period.

General

history

September 2017
240 pages
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The Memorial of 
saint helena

The Rediscovered Manuscript
Thierry lentz

The original document that enabled emmanuel de Las Cases to 
publish Le Mémorial de Sainte-Hélène (with enormous success) had 
disappeared. now it has been found. It is published here for the first 

time. And what a difference it makes! Its revelations call for a re-
examination of the image that napoleon wanted to leave for posterity.

Thierry LenTz, who heads the 
Fondation Napoléon and is well 
known for his research on the First 
Empire, and his collaborators the 
historians Peter Hicks, Chantal 
Prévot and François Houdecek, 
have put together, presented 
and annotated this previously 
unpublished original version of 
the Mémorial. Throughout the 
text they point out how it differs 
from the version published by Las 
Cases.

Emmanuel de las Cases was the trusted advisor who accom-
panied napoleon into exile in 1815, but had to leave his side 16 
months later. It was only in 1823 that his Memorial was published. 
The book became the bible of those who suffered from nostalgia 
for the Empire. It was based on the author’s conversations with 
the Emperor, real or imagined, because it soon became clear that 
this document was in some ways too good to be entirely true. 
but to evaluate it systematically, it would have been necessary to 
have the original manuscript, written almost under the dictation 
of napoleon while both men were on st. helena. The English, 
however, had confiscated the manuscript when they expelled Las 
Cases. 

The four historians who are publishing it now found it recently 
at the british library, where it had been sleeping incognito for 
two centuries. This editorial adventure sheds precious and often 
unexpected light on what napoleon really said, which las Cases 
then enriched and embellished. here, the voice of the Emperor is 
clearer and more authentic.

General

history

October 2017
840 pages
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French history through 
its Monuments

olivier wieviorka & Michel winock

A prestigious collective work edited by olivier Wieviorka 
and Michel Winock. It presents France – its history, its 

symbols and its values – through its most important 
monuments, from antiquity to the present day.

A historian and professor at the 
Ecole Normale Superieure in 
Cachan, oLIVIER WIEVIoRKA 
is a renowned specialist of the 
Resistance and the Second World 
War, to which he has devoted 
several books.

MiCheL WinoCk is Professor 
Emeritus at the Institut d’études 
politiques in Paris. He has written 
numerous books including Le 
Siècle des Intellectuels (The 
Century of Intellectuals), Seuil, 
1997, which won the Médicis essay 
prize in 1997, as well as major 
biographies of Clemenceau, 
Madame de Staël, Flaubert and 
François Mitterrand.

olivier wieviorka and Michel winock present the contributions of 
30 renowned historians who trace the history of France through 
the significant sites that illustrate it. Before they became natio-
nal icons, these places, from Chambord to Versailles, first of all 
served a purpose, whether it was political, military, religious or 
industrial ... by examining them from a different perspective, one 
by one, we can understand an era.

These places of interest are: Lascaux - Carnac - Alesia - the 
Pont du Gard - Notre Dame - Reims - Cluny - Avignon - the 
Mont Saint Michel - the Louvre - Chambord - Versailles - the 
Vieux Port in Marseille - the Place de la Bastille - the Sor-
bonne - the Opera - the Palais Bourbon - Sacré Coeur - La 
Santé prison - the Saint Lazare train station - the Tour Eiffel- 
Lourdes - Courrières - the Promenade des Anglais in Nice 
- Renault Colombes - Douaumont - the Maginot Line - Drancy- 
the Cannes Palais des Congrès - the Maison de la Radio and 
Sarcelles.

General
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The Fall of the Roman Empire
A Never-Ending Story

bertrand lançon

And what if the fall of the Roman Empire had never 
actually occurred? An unconventional historical point of 

view on a subject that still concerns us today.

BERTRAnD LAnçon, a specia-
list on the Late Antiquity period, 
professor emeritus of Roman 
history at the University of Limoges, 
has published numerous works, 
including Rome dans l’Antiquité 
tardive (Rome in Late Antiquity), 
Hachette, 1995, Constantine 
(Armand Colin, 2012), Histoire de 
la misogynie (History of misogyny), 
Arkhè, 2013, and, with Perrin, Théo-
dose (Theodosius), 2014.

The fall of the Roman Empire is one of the major tenets of 
western culture, but no one can situate it exactly or explain it 
clearly. historical researchers, whose production on the subject 
has been prolific in recent years in several countries, constantly 
call into question the existence of real and profound causes for 
this phenomenon. The phrase “a never-ending story” indicates 
simultaneously that there was no fall of the Roman Empire, and 
that nonetheless historians continue to debate it endlessly. Can 
we then talk about a fall without causes? 

This troubling paradox is due to the fact that these causal 
explanations reflect much more our current concerns (the sway of 
religion, the problem of migrants, the economic crisis, demographic 
weakening, etc.) than those of the past. In other words, the event 
has been cast and continues to be presented as self-evident in 
order to serve as a bogeyman for today’s fears, steeped in the 
ideology of decline. 

The book shows that the “fall” of the Roman Empire was a very 
long process of transformation, imperceptible and not reducible to 
a single event. Therefore, reviewing these alleged causes, leads  
the author to dismiss a number of fantasies in a constructive way 
and to reconsider the issue entirely.
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uRbs
A history of the city of Rome, from its origins 

to the death of Augustus

Alexandre Grandazzi
This history of ancient rome is written as a biography of the city, 

because it is entirely about rome, and not about the larger ensemble 
of which it was the center. In the author’s words, this is “a history in 

which events are translated into monuments, and where monuments 
are a series of events.”

A graduate of the Ecole Normale 
Supérieure with a doctorate in 
classical letters and a former 
member of the Ecole française 
de Rome, ALExAnDRE GRAnDAzzI 
is a specialist in ancient Roman 
archeology and teaches Latin 
language and literature at the 
Sorbonne University. His previous 
books include La Fondation de 
Rome (The Foundation of Rome), 
Les Belles Lettres, 1991, Alba 
longa, l’histoire d’une légende 
(Alba longa, History of a Legend), 
Ecole Française de Rome, 2008, 
and, with Jacqueline de Romilly, 
Une certaine idée de la Grèce (A 
certain idea of Greece), Editions 
de Fallois, 2003.

This city of Rome, demarcated very early on by ramparts, has 
once again been given crucial importance by current research, 
extending in all directions: topography; settlements long before 
the actual name of Rome emerged; the comparison of mytho-
logy and archeology; civil urban planning; the development of 
monuments and by the same token of religion and politics. new 
scientific knowledge has been accumulating, yet it remains almost 
inaccessible to even the most cultured public. It is to Alexander 
Grandazzi’s great credit that he has brought together the latest 
findings, organized them and put them into perspective, descri-
bing the interaction of the city’s inhabitants with their environment 
for more than two millennia.

Indeed, century after century, war after war, the Romans recorded 
their conquests within the space of their city, which thus became a 
memorial of stone. They could read their history in it and celebrate 
a collective identity based on both conquest and assimilation. This 
is the message the book endeavors to decipher, using all avai-
lable resources. And the results are so abundant that it seemed 
reasonable to stop with the reign of Augustus, when the city had 
reached maturity in both its material structure and its glory.
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
Ask to see these recent 2016/2017 successes!

LES SECRETS DU KREMLIN 
By Bernard Lecomte

The kremlin. behind its red brick walls, how many conspiracies, 
mysteries, crimes and betrayals has the famous Moscow for-
tress concealed? For nearly a century it has been the center and 
symbol of the communist empire. so many questions, shadows, 
mysteries and forbidden secrets still lurk behind the towers of 
the kremlin! Instead of a chronological or linear narrative, the 
author has decided to tell sixteen sensational and classic epi-
sodes of this century of fire and blood, combining tragedy and 
romance.

Publication date : october 2016

licensed in:
The Czech Republic | Alpress
Poland | bellona
latin America - spanish | El Ateneo

TOUT SUR MEIN KAMPF 
by Claude Quétel

Much has been said about Mein kampf but how many people 
really know the book? Perhaps we thought the bible of nazism 
had been consigned to oblivion by now, but a fierce controversy 
arose in the Autumn of 2015 over the possibility of reissuing it.
This heated debate warranted a historian’s investigation. It co-
vers the genesis and content of the book, as well as its real 
historical impact and its publishing history, full of twists and turns 
– and evidently continuing today, as Mein kampf is still selling 
(quite well) all around the world.

Publication date : January 2017

licensed in:
Japan | hara shobo
Roumania | niculescu
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LA FIN DES EMPIRES 
edited by Patrice Gueniffey et Thierry Lentz

Is history doomed to repeat itself? This familiar question is well 
worth asking when we consider the rise and fall of empires such 
as : Alexander the Great’s ; Rome; Persia ; the Carolingian 
empire; the Arab caliphates ; the Mongols ; the byzantine ; the 
Aztec ; the holy Roman Empire ; the spanish empire ; napoleon; 
the Chinese ; Austria-hungary ; the ottoman empire ; the third 
Reich; the Japanese ; the british ; the French ; the soviet ; the 
American.

Publication date : January 2016

oVER 14 000 CoPIEs sold In FRAnCE

licensed in:
China - Simplified | Sea Sky
Poland | bellona
Japan | hara shobo

HEIDEGGER
by Guillaume Payen

A uniquely historical biography.  The result of 12 years of re-
search, based on a thorough reading of heidegger’s works, 
including the controversial  black notebooks, Guillaume Payen 
looks at heidegger’s life from the point of view of an historian.  

Publication date : January 2016

Received the prestigious Prix Maurice baumont de l’Académie 
des sciences morales et politiques for an outstanding title on 
German history.  

licensed in:
world English | yale university Press
Japan | hakusuisha
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
Some recent licenses

LES BORGIA
by Jean-Yves Boriaud
The history of one of the most fascinating families of the 
Renaissance, from the founder Alonso to the redeemer 
Francesco. Jean-yves boriaud has us discover a more nuanced 
portrait of this notorious dynasty.

Publication date : April 2017

licensed in:
latin America | El Ateneo

HISTOIRE DU VIN 
by Didier Nourrisson
wine and its history reveals both a society and its time. In this 
overview, didier nourrisson retraces the history of wine in France 
by taking the consumer as his reference point rather than the 
producer.

Publication date : April 2017

licensed in:
China | Citic Press

raSpouTine 
by alexandre Sumpf
Like Caligula, Grigori Rasputin is one of those characters 
whose dark and omnipresent legend obscures his real 
story.Considered one of the top specialists of Russian and 
Soviet history, Alexandre Sumpf consulting archives and 
the vast existing bibliography, most of it in Russian, explores 
the multiple layers of Raspoutine’s demonization, revea-
ling much about the successive metamorphoses of Russia 
in the twentieth century.

Publication date : November 2016

Licensed in: 
Latin America | El Ateneo
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